Introduction
It has long been known that pulsating auroras in the morning hours are usually observed at the same time as irregular geomagnetic pulsations, PiC, occur. The study of the relationship between auroral and concurrent magnetic pulsations began in as early as 1943 (VESTINE, 1943) . Since then, both broad spectrum auroral luminosity pulsations and riometer fluctuations have been compared with geomagnetic pulsations (CAMPBELL and REES, 1961; CAMPBELL and LEINBACH, 1961; CAMPBELL, 1970; HEACOCK and HUNSUCKER, 1977) . Wave forms of magnetic pulsations observed on the ground have been compared with luminosity variations of concurrent auroral pulsations measured by photometers (VICTOR, 1965; PAULSON et al., 1967; CAMPBELL, 1970; ARNOLDY et al., 1982) . X-ray pulsations and concurrent geomagnetic pulsations (MCPHERRON et al., 1968; CAHILL et al., 1981) , as well as magnetic impulses associated with riometer impulses (REID, 1976; ARNOLDY et al., 1982; ENGEBRETSON et al., 1983; LANZEROTTI and ROSENBERG, 1983) , magnetic impulses associated with VLF chorus bursts (KOKUBUN et al., 1981) . VLF chorus risers associated with impulsive brightening of a pulsating auroral patch (TSURUDA et al., 1981) , and pulsating hiss emissions related to auroral pulsations (WARD et al., 1982; SCOURFIELD et al., 1984) have also been studied. Sometimes an excellent relationship was observed, with peak to peak correspondence, but at other times there was no relationship. The question of why the relationship is so erratic has long been a basic problem.
Many studies (REID, 1976; WILHELM et al., 1977; LANZEROTTI et al., 1978; ARNOLDY et al., 1982; ENGEBRETSON et al., 1983) show similarity between the wave forms of magnetic pulsations and riometer fluctuations. The similarity strongly suggests that the magnetic pulsations PiC are of ionospheric origin. Probable ionospheric electric currents responsible for the magnetic pulsations have also been discussed (e.g., CAMPBELL and MATSUSHITA, 1962; OGUTI and WATANABE, 1976; REID, 1976; WILHELM et al., 1977; CHAD and HEACOCK, 1980;  observations.
All of these studies show relationships between magnetic pulsations and electron precipitation fluctuations. However, the spatial coverage of the photometric, riometric, X-ray and VLF euipments were usually different and very inadequate for observing pulsating auroras. As DAVIS (1966) pointed out, pulsating auroras, when observed by a low-light-level TV camera, consist of many patches which pulsate independently of each other. The horizontal size of these individual patches varies from a few km to a hundred km across. This naturally leads us to the question of usefulness of photometric observations of a fixed area of the sky for the study of pulsations, even when multiple photometers are used. How can they represent the magnetic effects of the whole of the pulsating auroral patches? Magnetic variations at the ground result from a spatial integration of the fluctuations of all the ionospheric electric currents in the range (JOHNSTONE, 1978) . Auroral pulsations seen at a fixed location of the sky must not necessarily be "representative" but, perhaps, come from just one of several independently pulsating patches. A poor relationship is therefore to be expected unless the photometer field happens to cover a representative patch.
A riometer, as well as an X-ray detector (VLF wave receiver as well), usually covers a fairly large area of the sky. Both give spatially integrated values and there is no way to recognize the difference in temporal variations of the precipitation of auroral electrons in various parts of the sky. Therefore, such measurements are not very efficient in determining the relationship between the electron precipitation and the magnetic deflections on the ground, because the observations could depend on the relative locations between the precipitation area and the magnetic measurement point, and because effects of many patches, when independently pulsating in the field of view, could be smeared out as a whole.
In this connection, a significant fact is that the broad spectral features of magnetic, X-ray and auroral pulsations are usually quite similar even when the correlation is poor (e.g., VICTOR, 1965; PAULSON and SHEPHERD, 1966; PAULSON et al., 1967; MCPHERRON et al., 1968; CAMPBELL, 1970) . This fact suggests that the average period of such pulsations is nearly the same, but the phase as well as the detailed wave form of the auroral pulsations varies in various parts of the sky. More accurately speaking, since the auroral pulsations are a sequence of impulses (YAMAMOTO, 1983) with varying repetition time and spatial extent, it is very likely that they show a broad spectral peak, and that the magnetic and the X-ray pulsations, spatially integrated as they are also give rise to a similar broad spectrum of variations in the same frequency range.
Thus, one of the difficulties in reaching a definite conclusion on the relationship has been that a pulsating aurora usually consists of many individually pulsating patches, while the magnetic variations is a spatially integrated magnetic effect of all the electric currents around the auroral patches within the range of the magnetic station. Studies of the comparison of wave forms of auroral and magnetic fluctuations have thus naturally been limited to a correlation only in simple cases (VICTOR, 1965; PAULSON et al., 1967; CAMPBELL, 1970; OGUTI and WATANABE, 1976; REID, 1976) .
A comparison of the wave forms, however, could include an ambiguity, because the wave forms of the magnetic variation components H, D and Z are usually different from each other. The observed relationships, as well as the lead-lag time between auroral and magnetic pulsations largely depend on the magnetic component used for deriving the correlation. The results would be meaningless unless the auroral conditions are specified, especially the distribution and migration of the pulsating patches relative to the magnetic station.
Thus, the general understanding by 1983 was that the ionospheric origin of the magnetic pulsations, PiC, was highly possible because of the relationship between the wave forms of riometric and magnetic pulsations, and due to a small time lag of the magnetic variations behind the auroral pulsations in simple auroral cases (e.g., CAMPBELL, 1970; OGUTI and WATANABE, 1976; ARNOLDY et al., 1982) . Other support for this view came from radar measurements of ionospheric parameters (LEINONEN et al., 1983) and the relationship between ionospheric parameters and magnetic measurements made by a satellite (SENIOR et al., 1982) . SENIOR et al. (1982) found that a small scale field-aligned current was related to a local enhancement of electron density in the ionosphere, and LEINONEN et al. (1983) showed that PiC magnetic pulsations on the ground appeared to be related to conductivity modulations, as well as small fluctuations in the ionospheric electric field. Decisive evidence of this view, however, was still lacking at that time. This was mostly due to the difficulties in observationally determining the electric currents related to pulsating auroral patches and estimating their magnetic effects on the ground. Therefore, there remained five problems to be solved on the relationship between auroral and magnetic pulsations at that phase of the study:
(1) How could one confirm the possibility that PiC is due to conductivity fluctuations?
(2) How could the temporal relationship between auroral and magnetic pulsations be understood, including the difference in the waveform of magnetic H, D and Z components?
(3) How are the electric currents responsible for the magnetic pulsations observed on the ground? (4) Why is the relationship between auroral and magnetic pulsations so erratic, sometimes excellent and sometimes not good at all?
(5) What are the mechanisms leading to "one-sided" impulses of magnetic pulsations, and the polarization of the magnetic pulsations, PiC?
In this paper, areview of the solutions of these problems will be given, leading to the conclusion that magnetic pulsations, PiC, are due to conductivity fluctuations in the ionosphere, produced by the pulsating precipitation of auroral electrons. In addition, it will be shown that the magnetic fluctuations above a pulsating aurora measured by a satellite are also accounted for by electric currents associated with quasi-periodic enhancements of the ionospheric conductivity which explain the ground magnetic pulsations at the same time.
Possible Mechanisms
Two models for explaining pulsating precipitation of electrons, causing pulsating auroral displays, have been proposed, the one represented by CoRONITI and KENNEL (1970) , and the other represented by DAVIDSON (1979) . In the former, the periodic nature of the pulsating precipitation is attributed to whistler mode wave turbulence, which, modulated by compressional hydromagnetic (hm) waves, scatters energetic electrons into the loss cone near the magnetospheric equatorial plane. In the latter, this is accounted for in terms of a relaxation oscillation of the turbulence system itself, involving whistler mode waves and energetic electrons without the cooperation of any hydromagnetic waves.
Assuming that the pulsating precipitation of auroral electrons occurs in either model, there are four likely mechanisms which may explain the correlation between auroral and magnetic pulsations. In Coroniti and Kennel's model, shear hm waves coupled with the compressional waves and propagating downward after modulating the precipitation flux, cause magnetic pulsations upon reaching the ionosphere. The second is that the magnetic pulsations recorded on the ground are mostly generated by fluctuations in the ionospheric electric currents caused by temporal and spatial changes of the electric conductivity produced by the pulsating precipitation of auroral electrons. If the modulated precipitating electrons carry a current detectable on the ground, this may be a third source, and if an electric potential depression occurs associated with the precipitating electrons, this could cause a fluctuating local Hall current as a fourth mechanism. All four mechanisms would lead to agood correlation between auroral and magnetic pulsations. Note that the third mechanism, i.e., the currents carried by the precipitating electrons has amuch smaller possibility than the others when the conductivity inohomogeneity is so small that the linear treatment is allowed (TAMAO, 1964; FUKUSHIMA, 1969) .
In any case, the magnetic variations on the ground must be due to electric currents in and around the ionosphere, because the ionosphere is the nearest bearer of the currents to the ground. The electric currents in the ionosphere can be expressed as field. However, if the currents due to the conductivity fluctuations are important for the magnetic variations the third term must prevail. Electric currents carried by the precipitating electrons and the subsequent Hall currents can be expressed by the second term. Each term of Eq. (2) gives rise to a different relationship between auroral and magnetic pulsations. Both types of pulsations in the dawn auroral zone are so irregular that they are unlikely to be a manifestation of standing oscillations of a magnetic flux tube. They are more likely due to transient magnetic effects, even if they are related to magnetic variations near the magnetospheric equatorial plane. Thus, if the first mechanism (hm wave effect) is the dominant cause of the observed correlation between auroral and magnetic pulsations (that is, the first term of Eq. (2) dominates), we can expect the magnetic variations to follow the auroral pulsations by some tens of seconds. This is also the propagation time of hm waves, Thm, from the magnetospheric equatorial plane to the auroral ionosphere after having scattered the auroral electrons into the loss cone. If this is the case, it is difficult to say whether the time derivatives of magnetic variations or magnetic deflections themselves would be better related to the auroral pulsations, because the coupling between the compressional hm waves and the shear hm waves which propagate down to the auroral ionosphere could be highly variable depending on occasions, and, in addition, the phase of the magnetic variation on the ground is also highly variable due to the change in the propagation time of the shear hm waves. On the other hand, if the second mechanism (conductivity effect) operates, the third term must show a better correlation between the time derivative of the magnetic deflections and the auroral pulsations with only a small time difference (<1sec.) between them, much less than the propagation time. And if the third mechanism (current carried by precipitating electrons) and the forth mechanism (Hall current around a probable, precipitationrelated potential depression) operate, the second term must result in a good correlation between magnetic deflections (not time derivative) and auroral pulsations, again with a small time difference.
It has already been shown that the auroral pulsations are better related to the time derivative of magnetic variations than to the magnetic deflections with a lag time of the magnetic behind the auroral pulsations of the order of 1 second in simple auroral cases (e.g., CAMPBELL, 1970; ARNOLDY et al., 1982 In order to reach a definite conclusion on the temporal relationship between auroral and magnetic pulsations, we must be careful in measuring the time difference between them. If a single patch pulsates, then the observationally determined time difference between the auroral and the magnetic variations will be meaningful. However, if there is magnetic "contamination" from any other patches which are not involved in the field of the auroral observation, the time difference could be meaningless. Since a pulsating aurora usually consists of multiple, individually pulsating patches, the possible effect of this should not be overlooked.
What we need here is to divide the magnetic variations observed at a certain station into contributions from the individual auroral patches. Furthermore, since there are differences between the wave forms of the magnetic components, it is also essential to determine the temporal relationship between the auroral and the magnetic pulsations for H, D and Z separately, and its dependence on the relative locations of the respective auroral patches and the ground point where the magnetic variations are measured. applied a multiple correlation method to study this problem. They divided the sky into 35 domains and the auroral luminosity in each domain was spatially integrated. Then, the temporal variations in the spatially integrated auroral luminosity from all the 35 domains were linearly related to the magnetic variations, H and D components, obtained at a single station as variations. Trepresents a possible lead-lag time between the auroral and the magnetic fluctuations, which will be equal to the propagation time of hydromagnetic wave from the magnetospheric equatorial plane to the auroral ionosphere when the first mechanism operates (the magnetic pulsations are due to hm waves propagated from the magnetospheric euatorial plane), and nearly equal to zero when the second through the fourth mechanisms operate (the magnetic pulsations are caused by the auroral electron precipitation).
Since most of the pulsating auroral patches pulsate independently, the correlations between the auroral luminosities in these domains are small enough to treat them as independent variables provided that the time window and the sampling rate are suitable. Therefore, a multiple regression analysis is reasonably applied to the relationship between the magnetic variations and the ensemble of the auroral luminosities in these domains. An 8-minute interval was used as a data window and data were obtained every second for both auroral and magnetic variations in their analysis. Equation (3) was for the examination of the relationship between the magnetic deflections and the auroral luminosities, and Equation (4) was for the examination between the time derivative of the magnetic deflections and the auroral luminosities. equation, were determined by the least squares method using 480 data points. Then, the magnetic variations were recalculated by the determined coefficients and the auroral luminosities. Then, examined was the correlation between the observed and the recalculated magnetic variations, which is the multiple correlation coefficient between the ensemble of the auroral pulsations in the whole sector of the sky and the magnetic variations obtained below the pulsating aurora.
In order to examine whether the magnetic deflections (Eq. (3)) or their time derivatives (Eq. (4)) were better related to the auroral pulsations, and to determine the possible lead-lag time, T, between the auroral and the magnetic pulsations, multiple correlations at each time step of T were compared for T varying from -120 to +120 seconds for each of Eqs. (3) and (4). The multiple correlation coefficients thus found that the coefficient for Eq. (4) (between the time derivative of the magnetic variations and the auroral luminosity pulsations) was much larger than that for Eq. (3) (between the non-time derivative of the magnetic variations and the auroral variations). These results, although already noted in earlier studies using simple auroral pulsations, but might be "contaminated", were definitely confirmed here in a more general case where multiple auroral patches pulsated individually. It will be shown in the next section that the analysis here involves no ambiguity due to the variabilities of the auroral location relative to the magnetic station, since it breaks down the magnetic variations at a single station into contributions from every relevant auroral domain.
An example of the time (T) shifted multiple correlation between the ensemble of auroral pulsations and the time derivative of the magnetic variations is reproduced in Fig. 1 . It is evident from this figure that both the H and D components are related to
represents the observations of the magnetic variations is shown in Fig. 2 , also reproduced from OGUTI et al., (1984) . The small lead-lag time (<1sec) between the auroral and magnetic variations exclude the possibility that the magnetic pulsations have originated from a distant location such as the magnetospheric equatorial plane. Also the fact that the auroral luminosity pulsations are much better correlated with the time derivative of the magnetic variations than with the magnetic deflections themselves, exclude both the possibilities that the magnetic pulsations are due to the current carried by the precipitating electrons (mechanism 3), and that they are due to the Hall current around a probable potential depression related to the precipitating electrons (mechanism 4). The reason is that both currents are essentially proportional to the precipitating electron flux, and subsequently must result in a good correlation between the magnetic deflections (not time derivative) and the auroral luminosity, contrary to the observational fact that the time derivative has a much higher correlation with the auroral variations. In relation to this conclusion, showed that the auroral luminosity in mechanism 2 should be compared with the time derivative of the electric conductivity variations, and subsequently with the time derivative of the magnetic deflections in the case where the temporal variation was comparable to, or shorter than the relaxation time of the ionization in the ionosphere. Here, this was the case (see Fig. 3 ).
Thus we have reached the conclusion that only mechanism 2, namely, the currents induced in local and temporal enhancements of the ionospheric conductivity produce the magnetic pulsations on the ground, operates by giving rise to a good correlation between auroral and concurrent magnetic pulsations at this phase of the study. Fig. 3 . Temporal variation of electron density (Ne) in the ionosphere produced by pulsating precipitation of auroral electrons . This is proportional to the conductivity , and, hence, approximately to the electric current and the resulting magnetic deflection . This provides a reason why a magnetic pulsation below a pulsating aurora is often impulsive. Note that the variation in the ionization rate, Q, which is proportional to the auroral luminosity, is similar to that of dNe/dt .
4, Electric Currents around a Pulsating Auroral Patch
The next problem was to invesigate electric currents around a pulsating auroral patch. Could electric currents around a pulsating auroral patch be observationally determined? examined this problem by use of the regression fluctuations in the auroral luminosity in each domain gives the expected magnetic deflections, northward and eastward, respectively, at the magnetic station when the respective domain brightens. Thus, the current contribution to the magnetic variation from auroral brightening in each domain is estimated separately. Taking the systematic distribution of the expected magnetic deflections into consideration, the distribution of the magnetic deflections on the ground below a pulsating auroral patch as it brightens was determined on the basis of observations of auroral and concurrent magnetic pulsations. An example of the magnetic deflections below a pulsating auroral patch is shown in Fig. 4 reproduced from the results of . The results indicate that the magnetic deflection on the ground below a pulsating auroral patch is characterized by a pair of divergence and convergence of the horizontal deflection, both 120km away from the center of the brightened auroral domain, and in addition the directions of the convergence and the divergence are relatively fixed in the direction of the general drift of the pulsating patches. Using a circular domain, and postulating that the drift motion of the auroral patch was due to an ambient electric field, they further showed that two kinds electric currents were theoretically expected to be induced in a local enhancement of the ionospheric conductivity, i.e., a field-aligned pair current and a twin-vortex current as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5 . Then, it was shown that the two electric currents fully accounted for the observationally obtained distribution of the magnetic deflections on the ground as seen in Fig. 4 . Thus, the electric currents in and around a pulsating auroral patch were observationally determined. Although LEINONEN et al. (1983) note that the magnetic pulsations, PiC, could partially be due to the observed fluctuations in an electric field in addition to the conductivity fluctuations, the result here indicates that the fluctuations in the electric field is most likely due to the secondary effects brought forth by the local fluctuations in the ionospheric conductivity.
The result has also shown that the erratic relationship between auroral and magnetic pulsations, sometimes excellent and sometimes not good at all, can be understood when two facts are taken into consideration. The first is the poor spatial coverage of the past auroral observations, when the "representative" pulsating patch was sometimes in the field of the photometer, while at other times the significant part of the pulsating aurora was not. The other is that the magnetic deflection, when the horizontal vector alone examined, does not relate at all to the auroral pulsation when the magnetic station happens to be located near the convergence and the divergence areas of the horizontal deflection vector. The next problem was the wave form called "one-sided" pulse by ENGEBRETSON et al. (1983) , or magnetic impulse by KOKUBUN et al. (1981) and by LANZEROTTI and ROSENBERG (1983) . The magnetic pulsations below a pulsating aurora often show an Fig. 5 . Two electric currents, a field-aligned pair current and a twin-vortex current, both of which are expected to be induced in a local enhancement of conductivity, account for the magnetic deflection on the ground as shown in Fig. 4 (OGUTI and HAYASHI, 1984) . irregular "one-side" pulse nature. How does this characteristic wave form occur? One of the reasons for this is seen in Fig. 3 , which shows the temporal variation of ion density (conductivity, and electric current). When impulsive ionization (precipitation and auroral luminosity enhancement) occurs, the ion density quickly responds to the increase, while the decay is much slower due to the relaxation time (e.g., REID, 1976) which usually is longer than the repetition time of the impulsive precipitation. The wave form of the corresponding magnetic deflection (time derivative) must be approximately proportional to that of the time derivative of the ion density variation (dNe/dt) in Fig. 3 .
The pulsating precipitation of electrons causing a pulsating aurora occurs in a fairly broad range of energy. Temporal variations of the modulation of the precipitation depend on the energy, i.e., the earlier arrival of the higher energy component (e.g., BRYANT et al., 1969; SMITH et al., 1980; MCEWEN et al., 1981) . Changes in the energy of the precipitating electrons result in changes in the altitude of the ionization and, therefore in the Hall/Pedersen conductivity ratio during a cycle of pulsation. Thus, we can expect that the current vectors rotate in the horizontal plane during the cycle of a pulsation causing a rotation of the magnetic deflection vector. The rotation of the magnetic deflection vector gives rise to a phase difference between the H and D components causing a certain polarization of the magnetic variations .
Another cause of the specific wave form and polarization of the magnetic pulsation, PiC, was also shown by . This was due to streaming (longitudinal migration of brightening along an auroral structure) and propagation (lateral migration of an elongated structure)of an auroral patch. Any migration of an auroral patch indicates migration of the ionization agents (OGUTI and WATANABE, 1976) . Therefore, a migrating auroral patch is followed by a tail of increased ionization due to the relaxation time of the ion density in the ionosphere. The currents induced in the ionization tail also migrate and follow the patch migration, causing a rotational variation of the magnetic deflection on the ground.
Using three examples of such a pulsating (migrating) aurora which consisted of a small number of patches, and the magnetic variations obtained from 3 stations below, Oguti and Hayashi showed that the specific wave form, namely "one-side pulse" below the aurora, as well as the polarization of the magnetic pulsations observed not only directly below but also remotely from the aurora, was fully explained by the migrating electric currents. An example of observations and calculations of magnetic pulsation is shown in Fig. 6 , reproduced from .
On the basis of the data available at that phase, there was already little room to doubt that the magnetic pulsations, PiC, were produced by local and temporal enhancements of conductivity due to the pulsating precipitation of electrons. Strictly speaking, however, this is not provable by the ground magnetic variations alone (TAMAO, 1964; FUKUSHIMA, 1969) but in principle can only be verified by magnetic measurements above the ionosphere. Thus, for the final conclusion we need a proof of the presence of the field-aligned pair currents above a pulsating auroral patch using satellite data. Fig. 6 . An example of comparison between observed and calculated magnetic variations below a streaming (longitudinally migrating) aurora. The calculation is on the basis of electric currents induced in an enhancement of conductivity due to a migrating ionization agent that corresponds to a migrating auroral patch . The agreement between observation and calculation is excellent. Note that a specific impulsive wave form is reproduced by the calculation.
6. Field-Aligned Pair Currents Measured by MAGSAT Field-aligned currents measured by TRIAD have been related to local enhancements of conductivity measured by the Chatanika radar (SENIOR et al., 1982) . The location of the region 2 field-aligned current was related to the occurrence of PiC pulsations at Siple (ENGEBRETSON et al., 1984) . These results indicate a close connection between local enhancements of conductivity and field-aligned currents, and between field-aligned currents and PiC pulsations. However, the physical connection between precipitation of auroral electrons, enhancement of conductivity, electric currents, and PiC magnetic pulsations was still not known at that time.
In order to find the physical relationship among the above quantities, thoroughly examined magnetic data obtained by the MAGSAT satellite TV camera at Steen River, and the magnetic pulsations on the ground were observed at Rabbit Lake. An example of the all-sky image of the aurora at 13:50:00 UT is reproduced in Fig. 7 . Here the projection is on the basis of the magnetic field model MGST 6/80 (LANGEL et al., 1980) . The maximum elevation of the magnetic footpoint of MAGSAT at the auroral level (100km) as seen from Steen River was approximately Magnetic fluctuations occurred at MAGSAT for the time of the traverse mostly in the east-west direction.
The aurora at that time, consisted of four large clusters of pulsating patches, highly elongated in the east-west direction; two of them had significant luminosity below the MAGSAT trajectory, The aurora which could affect the magnetic field at MAGSAT then, was approximated by two zonal structures within the electron precipitation region. The luminosity variations of the aurora are shown in a latitudetime display in Fig. 8 (a) , under the approximation that the patches were uniform in the east-west direction. The slant line in the figure indicates the trajectory of the magnetic footpoint of MAGSAT at the auroral level (100km). Therefore, the profile along the slant line represents luminosity variations, including contributions both from temporal variations and from spatial structures.
Next, a similar latitude-time distribution of the electric conductivity was estimated by relating the auroral luminosity variations to the ionization rate by between Auroral and Concurrent Geomagnetic Pulsations 853 effective recombination coefficient, respectively. The resulting distribution of conductivity is reproduced in Fig. 8 (b) in the same format as in Fig. 8 (a) . The profile along the slant line represents the conductivity variations at the magnetic footpoint of MAGSAT, again including both temporal and spatial contributions. The westward (eastward) magnetic variations above the ionosphere are approximately proportional to the conductivity enhancements at the magnetic footpoint if the conductivity is uniform in the east-west direction provided that the ionospheric part of the field-algned pair currents is southward (northward). Therefore, the temporal-spatial distribution of the conductivity in Fig. 8 (b) , is equivalent to the temporal-spatial distribution of the east-west magnetic deflections expected to be produced by the field-aligned pair currents due to the conductivity variations.
The possible contribution of a current carried by the precipitating electrons (called precipitation current hereafter), which is not detectable on the ground but could be significant above the ionosphere, was also estimated as follows; by postulating that the auroral luminosity was proportional to the precipitation current (upward current), and that the precipitation region was zonal, it was shown that the component of the magnetic deflections produced by the precipitation current. The latitude-time distribution of the east-west component thus estimated is reproduced in Fig. 8 (c) . The profile along the slant line of the figure indicates the variations of the east-west magnetic deflection produced by the precipitation current at the instantaneous location of MAGSAT (again including both temporal and spatial contributions).
These profiles of the auroral luminosity, the ionospheric conductivity and the possible magnetic effects of the precipitation current, all along the trajectory of the footpoint of MAGSAT, are reproduced in Fig. 9 along with the magnetic variation observed by MAGSAT. Here, only the fluctuation components, filtered to admit periods from 3 to 20 seconds, are shown. The magnetic deflections expected from the field-aligned pair currents in the third panel are identical to those of the conductivity variations but are plotted as the conductivity increases downward for convenience. It is evident that the westward magnetic deflections at MAGSAT (downward in trace 1) correspond to conductivity enhancements below.
Finally, using a normalized multiple regression analysis between the E-W magnetic variations observed at MAGSAT (trace 1) and the ensemble of those expected from the field-aligned pair currents and from the precipitation currents (traces 3 and 4), it was shown that more than 80 percent of the observed magnetic variations at MAGSAT were due the field-aligned pair current, and about 20 percent could be attributed to the precipitation current. Thus, the presence of the field-aligned pair currents induced by a local enhancement of conductivity (their dominance as Fig. 9 . Temporal-spatial variations of the magnetic field observed by MAGSAT (first trace), auroral luminosity (second trace), expected magnetic field to be produced by the field-aligned pair current due to the conductivity enhancement (third trace), expected magnetic fluctuation due to the precipitation current (fourth trace). The observed magnetic fluctuations are evidently related with those expected from the conductivity enhancements .
well) above the ionosphere was definitely shown by the MAGSAT magnetic data. This result indicates that the field-aligned pair currents explain the observed relationships between small scale field-aligned currents and the local enhancements of electron density in the ionosphere, found earlier by SENIOR et al. (1982) using TRIAD magnetic data and the Chatanica radar data.
7. A Model Aurora and Electric Currents further examined the validity of the amplitude and the direction of the magnetic variations measured at MAGSAT above and on the ground below the pulsating aurora at the same time using a model calculation. As is shown in Fig. 9 , the magnetic variations observed by MAGSAT were approximately westward above the enhancements of the conductivity and amounted to 10nT. The concurrent magnetic pulsations on the ground were approximately southward below the pulsating aurora and amounted to 1-1.5nT as seen in Fig. 10 .
Using an east-west elongated elliptic domain with an increased conductivity as a model auroral patch and assuming a southward ambient electric field, the electric Fig. 10 . Auroral luminosity variations and concurrent magnetic pulsations observed at Rabbit Lake below a pulsating aurora. Enhancement of the luminosity is found to be related to the southward (and a little eastward) deflection of the ground magnetic field .
currents which are to be induced in the domain were calculated. They are similar to those in Fig. 5 with only difference in the shape of the domain. Then, the magnetic field of the currents both above and below the domain was estimated and compared with the observations. An example of the calculated magnetic fields at the MAGSAT level (380km in altitude) and on the ground are reproduced in Fig. 11 . Here, the east-west and north-south extents of the domain are assumed to be 800km and 100 km, respectively, in accordance with the observation. The enhancement in the conductity is assumed to be 20 percent, and the Hall/Pedersen ratio is assumed to be 1.5. The result clearly shows that the estimated magnetic deflection below the domain on the ground is approximately southward, and above the domain it is approximately westward, which is consistent with the observations. The westward magnetic deflections at MAGSAT are mostly due to the field-aligned pair currents and the southward deflections on the ground mainly comes from the westward component of the ionospheric part of the pair currents. This is due to the fact that the contribution from the twin-vortex current is smaller owing to the elongated structure (in the east-west direction) of the conductivity enhancement. The estimated westward deflection at MAGSAT is about 10 times larger than the southward deflection on the ground, which is also consistent with the observations. The result mentioned above do not change even if the ionospheric parameters used in the calculation, such as the Hall/Pedersen conductivity ratio and the between Auroral and Concurrent Geomagnetic Pulsations 857 enhancements of the conductivity, are varied in a reasonable ranges. Thus, the decisive conclusion has finally been reached that the magnetic field fluctuations, PiC, below a pulsating aurora, are due to the field-aligned pair current and the twin-vortex current, induced in a local enhancement of conductivity produced by the pulsating precipitation of auroral electrons, and that the field-aligned pair currents also account for magnetic deflections observed above a pulsating aurora with a small (less than 20 percent) contribution from the precipitation current.
Conclusion
The observed relationship between auroral and magnetic pulsations (PiC) on the ground in the auroral zone, which was first introduced by VESTINE (1943) and further developed by CAMPBELL and REES (1961) and CAMPBELL and LEINBACH (1961) a quarter century ago, has now been understood. The relationships between auroral and concurrent magnetic pulsations have been firmly established. There is no room to doubt that the field-aligned pair current and the twin-vortex current are temporalily induced in a local enhancement of the ionospheric conductivity which is directly related to the pulsating precipitation of auroral electrons and that the currents account for both magnetic pulsations (PiC) on the ground below and those above pulsating auroras.
The result provides us not only with a better understanding of the processes involved in the auroral ionosphere, but also offers a new scope for studying magnetospheric processes in relation to the pulsating precipitation of electrons causing pulsating auroras. 
